In this paper we propose a simple and effective method to find the inverse of arrowhead matrices which often appear in wide areas of applied science and engineering such as wireless communications systems, molecular physics, oscillators vibrationally coupled with Fermi liquid, and eigenvalue problems. A modified Sherman-Morrison inverse matrix method is proposed for computing the inverse of an arrowhead matrix. The effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated and numerical results are presented along with comparative results.
a new class of approximate inverse matrix techniques based on the concept of sparse LU-type factorization procedures for computing explicitly inverses of arrowhead matrices without inverting the decomposition factors for solving arrowhead linear system [23, 24] . Furthermore, in [25] , he obtained the solution of symmetric arrowhead linear systems based on the concept of sparse approximate Cholesky-type factorization procedures and presented the explicit preconditioned iterative methods in conjunction with approximate inverse matrix techniques for the efficient solution of this symmetric linear system. Galantai [26] scrutinized the implementation of the block implicit LU ABS methods on linear and nonlinear systems with block arrowhead coefficient matrix and obtained a useful method for solving algebraic systems. In [27] , Schäfer, presented interval arrowhead matrices for which the feasibility of the interval Gaussian algorithm was shown. Recently, discussions on this type of matrices have been given by many researchers in [28] [29] [30] [31] .
By all of these various applications on the arrowhead matrices, an interesting question is: how to invert arrowhead matrices? Also we know that it is an important topic in parallel computations since by computing efficiently the inverse of an arrowhead matrix, then can be used in conjunction with iterative methods to solve large linear systems on parallel and vector processors [32, 33] .
In this article, we respond to this question by proposing a simple and efficient method for computing the inverse of arrowhead matrices. Numerical experiments illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Modified Sherman-Morrison inverse of arrowhead matrices
The arrowhead matrix has the following form:
and without loss of generality, we assume that
Then we have
where I is the identity matrix, S 1 and S 2 are strictly lower and strictly upper triangular parts of A, respectively.
In the following theorem we obtain the inverse of an arrowhead matrix, based on Sherman-Morrison formula [33, 34] and (I + S)-type preconditioners ( [34] [35] [36] [37] and references therein).
Theorem 2.1. Let A be an arrowhead matrix in the form Eq. (1). Then the Modified Sherman-Morrison Inverse (MSMI) of A may be obtained by the following matrix formulae:
By Sherman-Morrison formula we know that: If B n×n is an invertible matrix and det(B + uv T ) ̸ = 0, where u and v are (n × 1) vectors and the outer product of u and v is an (n × n) matrix of rank one.
Furthermore, if B = I + S 1 , then
Further let us consider that
where
Then,
Moreover, for the bilinear form v
Hence, it is evident that
 .
Numerical results
In this section the effectiveness and applicability of the new proposed schemes is examined for both symmetric and nonsymmetric matrices. The experimental results were obtained using an Intel Core I7-3370 at 3.4 GHz-3.9 GHz, 64-bit processor with 8 GB RAM memory running Windows 7. The computational platform used was the MATLAB environment. The execution time is given in ''seconds. hundreds'' using the ''tic, toc'' command from the MATLAB interface. The execution time presented in Tables 1-3 is the mean value of the execution time carried out 20 times for each case.
Model problem 1: the symmetric case
Let us consider a coefficient matrix A of (1) where
By considering a symmetric coefficient matrix, i.e. b i = c i = t, based on Theorem 2.1, it is evident that after some manipulation we have
and since
In Table 1 , the execution time for the Arrowhead Exact Inverse Matrix (AEIM) based on Arrowhead Approximate RootFree Cholesky-type Factorization (AHARFCFA) algorithm (see [25] ) and the MSMI algorithm for various values of n are presented.
Model problem 2: the nonsymmetric case
By considering a nonsymmetric coefficient matrix, based on Theorem 2.1, it is evident that after some manipulation we obtain Table 3 The execution time for nonsymmetric matrices using the ''\'' operator. In Table 2 , the execution time for the Arrowhead Generalized Exact Inverse Matrix (AGEIM) based on Arrow Approximate LU-type Factorization (ALUFA) algorithm (see [22] ) and the MSMI algorithm for various values of n are given. In Table 3 , the execution time for computing the inverse using the ''\'' operator (MATLAB) for various values of n are presented. It should be noted that the Modified Sherman-Morrison Inverse (MSMI) algorithm adopts the ''fish-bone'' computational approach and remains the same level of inherent parallelism, cf. [32, 33] .
We should state that, the proposed MSMI method performs much better than existing methods for computing the inverse of an arrowhead matrix.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a modified Sherman-Morrison inverse matrix method for computing the inverse of an arrowhead matrix. The performance of the modified Sherman-Morrison inverse method is much better in comparison with the existing methods, as illustrated by the numerical results presented.
